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Scénario :  
School memories 
Worksheet 1 
 

 

 

 

 

 
A2 à B2 comprendre la structure et l’essentiel d’un extrait de biographie, de 
roman 
 

 

B1/B2 raconter des événements réels ou fictifs 

 

The Secret Diary of Adrian Mole. Aged 13 ¼. Sue Townsend (GB) 
 
Quiz questions 
Who  

 is Adrian in love with? 

 is Adrian’s friend? 

 is the bad boy? 

 is the Geography teacher? 

 is the Physical Education teacher? 

 is the headmaster of the school? 
When 

 does the story take place? 

 does the hero send a card to Pandora? On what occasion? 
Where 

 does the story take place? 

 does the hero go every Monday? 

 does Pandora go for her holidays? 
What  

 are the exams the students will have to take? 

 is the name of the group the hero belongs to? 
why 

 does the hero need a cassette? 

 is the hero punished by the headmaster? 
 
Find a clue to prove that: 

1. Adrian is romantic because…and… 
2. Adrian is unlucky because… 
3. Pandora is attractive because… 
4. Adrian is jealous because… 
5. Adrian is helpful because… 
6. Adrian is not sporty because… 
7. Adrian and Pandora are shy because… 
8. Pandora is not healthy because… 
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Tick the correct equivalent 

a) ‘a mongrel’ is:  □ a dog without a master □ a dog without a pedigree 
b) ‘stuff like that’ means:  □ things like that □ people like that 
c) ‘he is sick as a parrot’ means: □ he is vomiting □ he is disappointed 
d) ‘to drag oneself to’ is: □ to go somewhere enthusiastically  

□ to be obliged to go somewhere you don’t want to go to 
e) ‘to puncture’ is:  □ to put air (into the ball) □ to make a hole (into the ball)  

 
Complete the chart with the right tense: 
Present simple, preterit simple, preterit ING, present perfect, future et l’aspect ING 
 

Verb Tense Structure 

I have joined a group at school   

I will get a cassette   

She doesn’t sit next to me anymore   

She didn’t say anything to him   

She was wearing a split skirt   

A poem I wrote inside the card   

I tried to shut the dog out   

The things we will be doing   

 
Reported speech. Turn the sentences into direct speech. 
a) 
I told her about her eyes being the same as the dog’s 
She asked what kind of dog it was 
I told her it was a mongrel 
b) 
He kept copying my work and blowing bubblegum in my ears. I told Miss Elf. 
She was wearing Nigel’s scarf around her wrist, but Miss Elf saw it and told her to take it off. 
 
Imagine and write the dialogue between Adrian and the headmaster on March 11th 


